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What was the relationship between them before?
Lan Shanshan finally took this person to the clinic near the school.
And until she led him to read his hand, she didn’t realize that she couldn’t ride a bicycle
in front of this person.
“Remember that you don’t need to touch the water these few days.”
After reading it, the doctor in the clinic dealt with Huo Yin’s hand and finally warned him.
Lan Shanshan quickly agreed.
When the two came out of the clinic, Lan Shanshan still carried Huo Yin back, and Huo
Yin didn’t refuse. He got into her car, which was a little more straightforward than when
he came.
It’s just that neither of them thought of it, but when they were going back to the
apartment, a car passed the road and just saw this scene.
“Xiling, isn’t that your boyfriend?”
After seeing this, her friend Ha Na, who specially sent Lian Xiling back, immediately
exclaimed.
Boyfriend, yes, since Lian Xiling came here to study, she introduced to all her friends
that this young master of the gods is her boyfriend, and he is the one who will get
married.
Lian Xiling was so angry that his whole body was shaking.
She wanted to stop and rushed over to question the two of them, what the hell was
going on? I want to pull that woman off the bike.
Why is she carrying her fiancé?
But in the end, she endured it.
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Because, she thought that this woman named Lan Shanshan had said that making a
fuss would only make Huo Yin dislike and disgust.
Lian Xiling finally watched helplessly as the two of them left.

Ten minutes later, the apartment was downstairs.
“Hello? Can you check something for me?”
“What?”
“I want to find out, what happened to Shen Shanshan, who used to stay at Shen’s
house, and Huo Yin, the eldest son of Huo Sijue? I found it, and I can give you one
million!”
In order to get this thing, she said, Don’t hesitate to drop the blood.
The other party quickly agreed.
By the time she returned to the apartment that night, turned off the lights and went to
bed, an email had been sent to her mailbox.
Those are a few pictures that are not very clear, but it can still be seen that they are in a
small mountain village in China, and in the mountain village, two familiar people are just
in the camera.
[Anonymous: This was sent to me by a driver who collected wood. He said that Huo Yin
had caused him a lot of losses at the time. He wanted to take revenge on him, so he
secretly took a few photos. 】
This person also sent a message from his mobile phone.
Lian Xiling recovered immediately.
[Lian Xiling: What are they doing there? ]
[Anonymous: Lan Shanshan was there for support, and then Huo Sijue’s son suddenly
ran over, and they spent a very close time there. 】
After posting, this one also posted some photos.
And this time, it’s very high-definition, it’s all in that small mountain village that is as
beautiful as a painting, the moments when these two people get along sweetly.
Two people went up the mountain to pick fruit together.
There are also two people who go to the fields together, pick vegetables, and be guests
at the homes of the villagers in the village…
and so on.

And in every photo, Lian Xiling found out that the young man who had always been
indifferent and alienated in front of her was smiling at the corners of his eyes. He was
accompanying the girl beside him. His face was bright and bright like she had never
seen before.
What made her despair the most was that in several pictures, she also discovered that
he was secretly staring at this girl named Lan Shanshan.
Those eyes were so affectionate that they were about to drown her in it.
Why is this happening?
He is obviously such a cold and arrogant person, why would he show such eyes to this
Lan Shanshan.
Lian Xiling is going crazy.
[Anonymous: But later, I don’t know what’s going on? They suddenly quarreled. It was
still at the market. Huo Yin went crazy and destroyed the station. 】
This person sent another picture and text.
Lian Xiling clicked and saw, and suddenly, she smelled a glimmer of hope.
Continuing to look down, she finally knew what happened next.
It turned out that it was this arrogant prince who finally got himself into the police station
because of that woman, and then, with Lan Shanshan’s appearance, it seemed that
nothing had been solved.
Moreover, what’s even weirder is that when Huo Yin returned to City A, he fell ill.
Lian Xiling began to analyze this matter in the dark, because she suddenly remembered
that when she first arrived here, this young man seemed to be seeing a doctor, and that
doctor seemed to be a psychiatrist.
She finally seemed to have touched something.
–
The next day.
Lan Shanshan was the first to get up.

It was Monday. Considering that Huo Yin was inconvenient after hurting his hand, she
decided to make breakfast early, then send him to the classroom, and then go to class
by herself.
“Little Aunt, you got up so early.”
Ruo Ruo Ruo was called up by Lu Jin, rubbing his eyes that still hadn’t woken up very
much, and after lazily coming down from the upstairs, he saw the breakfast on the table.
She simply admired the five-body cast.
Auntie is really capable.
Lan Shanshan smiled, and after she made breakfast, she came out of the kitchen in her
apron, ready to call Huo Yin.
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Yes, he likes to go both ways
“Hey, little aunt, are you up so early?” As soon as he got
to the bedroom, he ran into Lian Xiling who was also up.
Lan Shanshan suddenly felt a “squeak” in her heart.
She has now formed a conditioned reflex towards this person, because every time she
appears, she is blocking her, and she will try every means to keep her Lan Shanshan
from getting close to the boy in the room.
Lan Shanshan was not in a good mood.
What’s strange is that this morning, Xi Ling didn’t get in the way.
“Ruoruo, Sixteen, there’s an event at my school this morning. I have to leave first, so I
won’t be with you, little auntie, I’m leaving.”
She grabbed the one on the table that just came out . The buns of the pot actually left.

Lan Shanshan looked at her back suspiciously.
This is a bit of a surprise.
But anyway, after this person was not here, she breathed a sigh of relief, and
immediately went to the room where no one had come out in front of her.
“Yinyin? Are you up yet? Need help?”
She knocked on the door and asked with concern.
As a result, in less than two minutes, a young man in black who was neat and clean
came out.
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“I just suffered a small injury on my hand, not a disability!”
He opened the door, with a stinky handsome face, it seemed that the girl at the door
took care of him like a tenth-degree disability, not very happy.
Lan Shanshan smiled.
“The button is not properly buttoned, I will help you.”
Then, the green hands came over, and very naturally, the button that was not buttoned
neatly on his neck was properly tidied.
Huo Yin: “…”
Even Ruoruo, who had already reached the dining table in the living room, stared at a
pair of black grapes with wide eyes.
“Sixteen, have you noticed… Little aunt seems to be very kind to brother?”
“Really?”
Lu Jin asked indifferently after reaching out behind her back to hold her little head and
turn it around.
Ruoruo’s big eyes blinked, and in his palm, the thick and curled long eyelashes were
like the wings of a butterfly, making Lu Jinlian feel itchy for a while.
“Yeah, didn’t you see it? It’s like…you treat me the same.”
The IQ of the little idiot was actually on the line at this time.

Lu Jin raised his eyebrows, and in those narrow eyes, looking at this little girl became
more and more meaningful.
“How do I treat you?”
“…”
“Om–” The
little girl finally reacted with hindsight.
In an instant, her pale and delicate little face quickly flushed a blush in this guy’s hands,
how dare she think about her brother, she quickly broke free from this guy’s hands, ran
to the table and sat down.
This guy is really bad.
Until both Lan Shanshan and Huo Yin came over, the little girl didn’t dare to look at Lu
Jin’s line of sight.
However, when everyone went out, the two returned to business as usual, still Lu Jin
carried her to the parking lot, and the little girl’s laughter like a silver bell could be heard
from far away.
“Ruoruo is really happy now.”
Lan Shanshan went out with Huo Yin next to her after seeing this scene downstairs in
the apartment, looking at their backs and saying a heartfelt sentence.
Huo Yin was silent.
However, when the two came out and went to the parking place of the shared bicycles,
when he saw the girl brushing the next one, he suddenly said: “This is what she
deserves.”
“What?”
Lan Shanshan suddenly raised her head when she heard this sentence.
Deserved?
He was referring to…
“The two of them have gone through so much, and in the most difficult times, no matter
how dangerous they encountered, no one gave up on the other, and naturally they
would wait for today’s happiness, which is equal!”

Huo Seeing that she still didn’t understand, Yin explained patiently.
But he didn’t know, it was this sentence, the girl who was chatting and laughing with him
just now, immediately seemed to be stabbed by something in the bottom of her heart
that she didn’t dare to think about.
In just a few seconds, she was so pale that she lost the slightest bit of blood.
give up?
So, is he talking about her?
No, he doesn’t have that memory now, he shouldn’t be talking about her.
But because of this, it also proved that he hated the word “withdrawing” from the bottom
of his heart, and he even said “equivalent”. Isn’t that enough to prove that he hates
selfish and cowardly people?
Lan Shanshan completely lost the courage to speak.
This morning, instead of riding another bicycle, the two rode their own.
Huo Yin’s face was not very good-looking.
But in the end, seeing that the girl had already ridden away, he followed behind with a
calm and handsome face.
When she arrived at the school, Lan Shanshan had already gone to the finance
department.
Huo Yin stopped the bicycle, glanced at the teaching building over there, locked the car
gloomily again, and was about to leave.
“Om… hum…”
“Hello?”
“Mr. Huo, I’m Dr. Brown. I heard that you’re doing well recently. Do you have time to
come over for a review? I’ll give you a comprehensive examination here.”
It turned out that it was the psychiatrist he had seen before.
Huo Yin frowned.
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Who told you to touch him?
Huo Yin finally went to see a psychiatrist.
Although he will be very resistant to these things, he knows that there are some things
that he must face positively before he can let himself live under the sun.
“Mr. Huo, sit down.” The
familiar psychiatrist saw him coming, and immediately let him sit down in the chair with
great enthusiasm.
Huo Yin was nervous for no reason.
This chair is actually the patient’s seat. Last time, he was hypnotized here.
He sat up slowly.
Doctor: “Don’t be nervous, Mr. Huo, I’m just checking you out, it’s all right.”
He came to him and comforted him again.
Huo Yin nodded, his tense expression improved.
“Mr. Huo, do you still have insomnia and can’t calm yourself down recently?”
“…”
Insomnia and inability to calm down?
He suddenly remembered the night he came back from the museum that day.
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Also, these few days, he doesn’t seem to be able to calm down, and he is prone to
emotional ups and downs.
He lowered his eyes: “Occasionally.”

“Yes, does that bother you?” the doctor asked again.
“I mean, will it make you unable to concentrate on doing other things? If so, then we can
do another test.” The
doctor carefully observed his expression and asked.
That’s what psychiatrists are like. He won’t ask you what’s wrong with you right away?
Instead, they will ask you about your troubles and annoyances by chatting.
But this time, Huo Yin felt that this should not be a problem.
Although he would make himself unable to calm down again, it was all within his control.
“No.”
He declined.
The psychiatrist smiled.
After he poured him a glass of water and put it on the table, he looked at him and
entered into a more relaxed conversation.
——When
Lu Jin learned that Huo Yin didn’t go to the Finance Department for class, it was already
more than ten o’clock in the morning.
He was surprised when he heard the news.
“Why didn’t he go to class? Is there something today?”
“I didn’t hear him asking for leave,”
said the professor of finance.
Lu Jin was admitted to this school when he was less than sixteen years old. It was a
sensation. Many teachers in the school knew about this student.
Later, he became more well-known after he got all the best grades in the architecture
department every year.
And the professor of the finance department, after knowing the relationship between
Huo Yin and him, will notify him immediately if anything happens.
Lu Jin hung up the phone.

I can’t take a good class, where are you going?
He turned on his phone, and after finding someone, he sent a message there.
[Lu Jin: Uncle Qiao, did you let Huo Yin do anything today? ]
[Qiao Shiqian: No, he is not Monday today? From Friday to Friday, I don’t arrange work
for him. 】
Qiao Shiqian, who is far away in China, responded quickly.
Lu Jin didn’t ask any more questions. He directly turned on a positioning system. Soon,
Huo Yin’s trace was displayed in a very familiar place.
Hospital!
Lu Jin left the school.
Twenty minutes later, in the hospital, when Huo Yin had already fallen asleep in that
chair, and the psychiatrist was preparing to revive his memory.
“Bang——”
The boy who was covered in chills came in.
“Lu…Mr. Lu?”
“Who asked you to do this?” Lu Jin didn’t say anything extra. After he came in, he
stepped over and grabbed him by the collar and pulled him up.
“Boom!”
He threw it to the table behind.
The psychiatrist almost fainted in pain.
“Lu…Mr. Lu, he asked, no…not me…” He tried his best to hold back the panic in his
heart, and stammered in pain to explain.
But, can Lu Jin be perfunctory?
The youth in his eyes was full of chills, he picked him up and threw him on the ground
again with a blank face. This time, he stepped directly on his throat with one foot.
Attention, it’s the throat!

“I’ll ask you again, who on earth made you do this?”
“…Yes…it’s this Mr. Huo’s fiancee, she…she found me yesterday and said he was
getting better, let me Restore his memory.” The
psychiatrist finally told the truth.
fiancée?
Lu Jin’s eyes narrowed, but when a person appeared in his mind, a colder chill
appeared on his delicate face, and he kicked the doctor away.
She was really impatient.
Lu Jin took Huo Yin away, and after the two returned to the car, Lu Jin poured a bottle
of water down his face.
“Ah—” The
cold liquid splashed suddenly on his face.
Finally, Huo Yin, who was in a drowsiness, woke up. He sat up straight from the car, his
entire chest heaving violently.
Lu Jin just sat next to him without speaking, staring straight ahead, waiting for him to
wake up completely.
Two minutes later…
“I was hypnotized again?” “I told you a long time ago that you belong to the kind of
person with a particularly unstable mental will. Don’t come to see this kind of doctor
alone, why did you forget
today?”
The voices in response were both angry and blamed.
There was no room for Huo Yin.
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Do you think you can do it now?
Huo Yin: “…”
After a long time, when he calmed down, he drew a tissue behind him, wiped his waterstained face, and then opened his mouth.
“Because I want to know, what exactly is my erased memory?”
“…”
This is a bit unexpected.
Lu Jin immediately turned his head to look at him with a very surprised look in his eyes.
Is it really what he wants?
“Why? Why did you suddenly think of getting it back?”
“Because…” The boy sitting behind turned his head to look out the window, and a
struggle suddenly appeared in his dark pupils.
“At this time, I seem to have guessed what it was, but I don’t understand, why should I
erase it? So, I want to make sure, before I make a mistake.”
“…”
Lu Jin was stunned stunned.
He turned his head to look at him, his lips parted slightly, and for a long time, he was so
shocked that he didn’t say a word.
before making a mistake?
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How could he use such words to describe his behavior at this time? Are you referring to
him and Lan Shanshan? Because the second time he was tempted again, and he
couldn’t control it.
So, he needs to confirm in the lost memory, why did the two of them separate?
Lu Jin was confused for a while, completely unable to describe the feeling in his heart at
this time.

Because, he clearly remembered that the person back then had no hesitation for the
girl’s sake, no matter what identity, age, reputation… He liked it, and he went to her side
without hesitation.
Lu Jin retracted his gaze.
“If you want to know, I can tell you.”
“…”
In a word, the car became even more deadly, and even a needle could be heard on the
ground.
Lu Jin was waiting quietly in front of him.
In fact, he just got angry at the doctor, because he was afraid that if he suddenly
regained his memory, he would fall into pain again.
The second reason is that he is afraid that someone will tamper with his memory. At
that time, it will be even more troublesome, and no one knows what the consequences
will be.
So, now that he really wants to know, he doesn’t mind telling him.
Huo Yin finally agreed.
So Lu Jinbian told him all his lost memories one by one in the car.
“I actually don’t know what the two of you were talking about at the time, but after you
came back from City A, you didn’t even come back home, so you just came here, and
then locked yourself in the room for a whole ten years. God.”
After Lu Jin told him the situation at the time, he also said that he didn’t know very well
about the relationship between the two of them.
Huo Yin said nothing.
He was shocked that he really had a story with that woman.
At the same time, there was a sudden burst of deep sadness in his heart, that kind of
sadness, as if a heart was suddenly thrown into ice water, and he was cold even in his
bones.
A picture of himself holding an umbrella in the rain appeared in his mind.
“Because she’s scared.”

“What?”
Lu Jin turned around and looked at him in surprise.
But Huo Yin turned his head to look out the window, and his whole body was enveloped
by that very low breath.
“We are aunts and nephews. If we are together, we will be ridiculed by the world.”
“…”
After a long time, Lu Jin, who was sitting in the front driver’s seat, heard himself ask:
“But she is no longer surnamed Shen, but Lan, so she is not afraid.”
“Same, her mother knelt down. When I begged me, I already said it.”
Suddenly, the young man spoke with a hint of ridicule behind his back, and said this
very lightly.
Lu Jin’s long and narrow eyes suddenly widened.
He listened to this sentence he had never heard before, and his whole expression was
incredulous.
Zhou Xiuying?
Has his memory recovered? Why do you suddenly say something like this?
However, when he was about to ask carefully, he found that the young man quickly
showed a daze behind his back, just like what he just said.
He didn’t even notice it himself.
Lu Jin: “…”
Suddenly, a very bad premonition came out of his heart.
Yes, why did he forget, this is Huo Sijue’s son, no matter how fragile he is, he can’t let
someone wash his memory because of a girl saying “forget it”.
Moreover, at that time, things were turning around.
For example, Shen Rong’s real life experience was revealed not long after, and at that
time, Huo Yin also knew that he was investigating this matter.
What was it that really hit him hard?

At that time… what kind of truth was hidden behind him?
Lu Jin still couldn’t calm down until he took this person back to school. In the end, he
decided to report the incident to Guanhaitai.
He had a hunch that this was definitely not a trivial matter.
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Mommy is here…
View the sea platform.
It was Wen Xuxu who received the news.
She was busy doing some accounting for this month in the study in her study, when she
suddenly saw the phone next to it ringing, and she picked it up.
sixteen?
She was surprised to see the person who sent the message.
[Sixteen: Aunt Wen, are you busy? I want to find you something. 】
This child has always been so polite.
Wen Xuxu put down her work and started to send back messages to the child. She
thought at first that the little girl Ruoruo was disobedient again, causing the child to
come to her and talk to her.
[Wen Xuxu: What’s the matter? Sixteen you said. ]
[Sixteen: Auntie, it’s like this. Huo Yin is not feeling well recently, and he doesn’t go to
the doctor. He always says that he is fine. Do you think you are free? If so, is it
convenient to come and see him? ]
[Wen Xuxu: Huh? 】

She was taken aback.
It’s actually a son!
Is your son still sick? Why doesn’t she know about this?
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She was in a hurry, and she didn’t even reply to the message, she just took the phone
and dialed.
“Hey, Sixteen, I’m Auntie. You just said that Yinyin was sick. What’s the matter? Why is
he sick?”
“Auntie, I don’t know very well, but he always likes to shut himself up. In the room, his
mood was also very low, and I asked him to see a doctor, but he was unwilling and had
no choice, so I called you.”
Lu Jin said on the phone with an excuse.
He must not be able to tell the truth. In this situation where it is impossible to predict
what the elders will think about it, the only way is to let one of them come and see for
himself.
And this person, a careful and gentle aunt, is perfect.
After Wen Xuxu heard it, she was even more anxious.
That day, when Huo Sijue came back, she immediately told him that she was going to
visit her son in country Y.
Huo Sijue frowned: “How can he get emotional again when he is so good? Wasn’t he
good there last semester?”
Wen Xuxu: “Then people haven’t had a trouble yet? I don’t care, I’m going to see my
son. , you don’t care about them since they got older, and you know how to mess with
your Commerce Department all day long.” After all
, she started to complain about him.
Huo Sijue’s veins jumped.
However, he did not dare to argue any more, and immediately after booking the ticket,
he personally sent the woman to the airport.
“Wife, don’t you really need me to go with you?”

“No, just go with your work, I’ll do it myself.”
Wen Xuxu dragged her suitcase, so she didn’t bother to tell this guy, and he complained
after a while. In his eyes, he boarded the plane and embarked on a journey to country
Y.
“You said, is she in menopause?”
“What?”
The driver who came with her was suddenly frightened to death.
“Not yet…isn’t it? Madam is only 38 years old this year?”
“…”
“Young Master, don’t think too much, my wife is too worried about Young Master Sun,
so she will rush over there. Let me tell you, we My family is 45 this year, and has not yet
reached the menopause.”
“Really?”
As soon as he said this, the man spoke up, and of course there was uncontrollable joy
in his tone.
What kind of man is this?
——
Wen Xuxu arrived in country Y.
It was Lu Jin who came to pick her up.
I haven’t seen him for more than half a year. The boy has grown a lot taller again, and
his body has grown a lot stronger. When Wen Xuxu came to him, he found that he still
had to raise his head to talk to him.
“Why did you grow so tall all of a sudden? If it goes on like this, it will probably surpass
your Uncle Huo.”
“How could it be?” The
seventeen-year-old boy immediately showed a hint of shyness.
The two came out of the airport and got into the car, where Wen Xuxu couldn’t wait to
ask: “How is the situation now? Does Yinyin matter?”

“Auntie…”
Lu Jin in front of him suddenly became a little bit lustful. Stop talking.
“This matter, in fact… I told you to come here without telling him the truth, so if you see
him about his illness, don’t ask him, or he will be very angry when he finds out.
” …”
Wen Xuxu didn’t have the slightest doubt.
At the moment, she promised to go to the apartment and see her son as if nothing
happened.
She is indeed easier to coax than Huo Sijue, but it is not because she is not smart
enough, but between several children, she will never think about what these little guys
will do.
She is a very pure mother.
Lu Jin saw that his aunt trusted him very much, and felt a little guilty, but after thinking
about it quickly, it was for that guy, and he felt that it was all right.
Wen Xuxu was taken to the apartment where everyone lived.
Sure enough, after everyone came back from school in the afternoon, they saw Wen
Xuxu who had already prepared meals in the apartment waiting for them to come back,
and everyone was stunned.
“God, Mommy, why are you here? I miss you!”
Ruoruo was the first to pounce on Mommy.
Her feelings for Mummy have always been the hottest. No matter when and where she
sees Mummy, it is still the same as when she was a child.
Wen Xuxu also excitedly hugged her daughter, who was already taller than her.
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Shanshan, what happened to you?
“Mommy came to see you, are you happy?”
“Happy, so happy.” The
little girl was moved to tears.
Then there was Huo Yin. He was also very excited after seeing Mummy, but he was a
boy after all, so he didn’t come over until his sister and Mummy separated.
“Mummy, welcome you here.”
“Well, my precious son, come, Mommy hugs.”
Then, Wen Xuxu opened her arms again to hug this son, who was almost as tall as his
father. hug.
Both mother and son laughed happily.
“Auntie, it’s really surprising. I didn’t expect you to come back. This is the biggest
surprise for us this week.”
Lian Xiling also came.
Her mouth is really sweet, and when she came to Wen Xuxu, she expressed her doubts
about this future mother-in-law in a few words.
Wen Xuxu also looked at her with a smile, and finally rubbed her head: “Good…”
This is the person arranged by the old man, and she will naturally give enough face.
Finally, Lan Shanshan.
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But at this time, she was standing there, but she looked much more cramped, vaguely,
and could see a trace of panic.
“Shanshan, what’s the matter with you? Auntie is not welcome?”
Wen Xuxu took the initiative to look at her and asked with a gentle smile.

When the voice fell, not only Huo Yin suddenly looked at Mummy, but even Lian Xiling
and Ruoruo next to him opened their eyes wide and looked at Mummy.
“Mummy, how did you…”
“At the end of the year, you didn’t go back and forgot to tell you that Shanshan changed
her tune after she recognized her ancestors and returned to the clan. She was the same
age as you. There’s nothing wrong.”
Wen Xuxu rubbed her daughter’s head and explained with a smile.
If Ruoruo understood this, he nodded and said nothing.
But Lian Xiling, who was next to her, heard it, but suddenly a burst of anger in her heart
immediately hurt.
Did you even change the name?
It seems that this Lan Shanshan came here after being fully prepared.
Lan Shanshan has been clutching the schoolbag with her fingers. No one knows how
nervous she is at this moment. The reactions of these people when they hear her name.
Especially the boy who was standing next to Mommy.
Will he be happy?
She glanced at him secretly.
But he found that at the beginning, after hearing such a name, his expression was
shocked, just like everyone else.
After Mommy explained it, he seemed to understand, but on that handsome and cold
face, there was no surprise and relief that Lan Shanshan wanted to see.
On the contrary, he frowned, and there was a hint of sneer in a pair of beautiful ink
pupils with a faint expression.
Cynical?
Lan Shanshan’s heart skipped a beat…
“Mummy, how long will you be here this time?”
“It won’t be long, I’m here this time, but I’m actually here because I have something to
do, so I stopped by to have a look. You guys will probably stay for two or three days.”

After Wen Xuxu greeted the children to sit down, she explained with a smile to her
daughter who had been pestering her.
“It’s only been a few days.”
Sure enough, after hearing that it was only two or three days, Ruoruo immediately
stepped down with a small face.
Seeing this, Lu Jin took her favorite big chicken thigh and put it in her bowl, “Auntie still
has something to do, your daddy is still waiting for her at home, there are so many
things to do.”
“Okay . .”
Mommy’s big drumstick really works.
During a meal, everyone was chattering excitedly, only Lan Shanshan was silently
grabbing the rice grains next to her, even if she was called, she would respond after a
sentence.
She hurriedly lowered her head again.
Wen Xuxu noticed it and began to feel a little strange.
Wasn’t this kid quite cheerful when he was at home? How come you don’t like to talk
anymore?
Wen Xuxu decided to talk to the child at night, and then go to her son to ask about the
situation. After all, in her eyes, Lan Shanshan has always felt more pity for their sister
and brother since her father died. .
So, after dinner, when Lan Shanshan tidy up the kitchen and went back to the bedroom
to take a shower, her door was suddenly pushed open.
“Shanshan, are you going to take a shower?”
“A… Auntie…”
Lan Shanshan was so shocked that she almost couldn’t hold the pajamas in her hand.
“…Well, I’m going to take a bath.”
“Auntie wants to chat with you, then why don’t Auntie come over after you have finished
washing?” Wen Xuxu asked patiently, looking at the nervousness on the child’s face
with a smile.

This child has really changed, and talking to her has never been like this before.
“No…No, Auntie, sit down and I’ll pour you a glass of water.”
Lan Shanshan panicked even more.
She quickly put down the pajamas in her hand, and after moving a chair over, she went
to pour water for the aunt to drink.
Of course, when it fell, it kept shaking.
She is afraid.
She thought that the elder in front of her knew what had happened between her and her
son, and now he is looking for her to ask her for guilt.
Lan Shanshan had never been so flustered and scared before.
“Okay, you don’t have to be so nervous. I came here just to ask you, are you not used
to it after you came here? Is it because you don’t get along well with your classmates at
school? Or are you stressed about studying?”
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Engagement?
“What’s the announcement?”
After about a minute or so, I finally heard a dazed voice from the boy in the room.
Wen Xuxu was stunned.
How could this child have such an expression?
“It’s your marriage with her, Yin Yin, didn’t he tell you about it when your greatgrandfather was looking for you?”
“This matter?”

Huo Yin’s eyes suddenly turned cold.
“He only told me that Lian Xiling wanted to come here to study and said that his
grandfather was his comrade-in-arms. After coming here, let me take care of her as
much as possible. When will there be such a mess?
” , The whole voice is already very terrifying, and there is a very terrifying chill in the
handsome eyebrows.
Wen Xuxu: “…”
It seems that the child really doesn’t know.
What happened to the old man? Why didn’t you make it clear? He doesn’t know that the
children are so old, does it mean that they need to respect themselves?
Wen Xuxu quickly comforted: “Okay, okay, since you don’t know, let’s not count this
matter, you don’t like that lady Lianjia?”
Huo Yin: “Mummy, you Do you think your son’s eyesight has become that bad?”
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Wen Xuxu: “Ahahaha…”
This question really made her a little dumbfounded.
But she didn’t know, just when the mother and son were joking in the room, Lian Xiling,
who was eavesdropping outside, had the blood on her face disappear.
A twist began to appear.
Don’t like her?
Still don’t know about it at all?
how can that be? She came because the two families had read the eight characters of
the birthday, and they were allowed to understand each other, so she sent it.
If you don’t like it now, if you haven’t heard of it, then forget about their marriage?
Her fists were crunched.
–
The next day.

In the apartment, after Wen Xuxu arrived, she got up early and wanted to make
breakfast for the children.
However, she did not expect that when she arrived in the kitchen, she found that
someone was already busy in it, and the smell was already coming out.
“Shanshan? You got up so early?”
She walked to the door of the kitchen and was very surprised when she saw the busy
girl inside.
Lan Shanshan heard it inside, looked back, and immediately, she showed a shy smile.
“Well, Aunt Wen, morning.”
“Morning, what have you done? God, you are so capable. I heard Ruoruo tell me earlier
that you would cook for them every day, and I told her not to Excuse me, you are also
going to school, I didn’t expect you to prepare breakfast for them.”
Wen Xuxu walked in and saw that the breakfast being prepared in the kitchen was
actually Western and Chinese, and she liked this girl even more .
When Lan Shanshan heard the elder praise her, she couldn’t help but feel even more
shy.
However, she was still very happy.
As long as they like them as parents, that’s fine.
Lan Shanshan continued to fry poached eggs: “Auntie, you go out first, don’t stain your
clothes, I’ll just come.”
Wen Xuxu: “It’s okay, I’ll help you, by the way, Shanshan, I I want to ask, do you know
about Yin Yin’s illness?”
Suddenly, she looked at the girl and asked.
ah?
As soon as the words fell, the busy girl stopped suddenly, as if she had been
acupuncture, and the white face was instantly bloodless.
“He… is he sick? When did it happen?”
“You don’t know?” Wen Xuxu was a little disappointed when she saw her reaction.

“Sixteen said that he was in a bad mood recently. He went to see a psychiatrist two
days ago, so I think you should know a little about taking care of him here.”
Wen Xuxu buried her head beside him and helped busy, said with a frown.
“Clang–“
This time, the girl even dropped the spatula in her hand on the stove.
Wen Xuxu: “…”
What happened to this girl?
At eight o’clock, everyone had eaten breakfast. Lan Shanshan slowly went downstairs
with her schoolbag on her back. She wanted to wait for Lu Jin to understand, what
happened to Huo Yin’s doctor?
She remembered how he suddenly became indifferent to her two days ago, and
became more and more uneasy.
However, when she dawdled downstairs, Lu Jin and Ruoruo came down hand in hand.
If she wanted to ask, she had to put Ruoruo away, which would cause suspicion.
Lan Shanshan finally closed her mouth.
“Who are you waiting for? Are you waiting for him?”
Before the person she wanted to wait for, an extremely annoying person appeared in
front of her.
Practice Hilling.
When Lan Shanshan saw it, a trace of disgust arose in her heart, she raised her foot
and left.
“Lan Shanshan, stop for me, I’ll ask you something.” Unexpectedly, Lian Xiling, who
was behind, reached out and grabbed her again.
Lan Shanshan could only stop and look at her coldly.
“In the end what you want?”
“I don’t want to, I just came to remind you. Last night, I heard Aunt Wen and Yinyin
talking in the bedroom. It turned out that Auntie came here for our engagement.”
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Shanshan has a boyfriend?
The girl with her arms around her stood in front of Lan Shanshan, opened her mouth
and told her a shocking news in a victorious manner.
Lan Shanshan was stunned.
She stared at her blankly, only to feel that after something exploded in her mind, it
instantly became no longer any thoughts, only a white expanse.
got engaged?
It turns out that they are getting engaged?
“Also, do you want to ask Shiliu about Yinyin’s visit to the doctor? Yes, he went, it was
the psychiatrist, Lan Shanshan, you were very good, and when he erased his memory, I
still have feelings for you.”
“…you…what are you talking about?”
Lan Shanshan finally heard herself ask under the shock.
But immediately, this girl gave her another fatal blow.
“But don’t be too complacent, what he wants to erase is all bad for you, so after he
asked the psychiatrist to resuscitate him, Lan Shanshan, he has now remembered all of
your past. “
She told her this viciously again.
She finally went to extremes. She was originally a girl full of yearning and enthusiasm
for life, but after overhearing those things last night, her mentality began to distort.
It was like something that originally belonged to her, but was suddenly taken away by
someone and no longer belonged to her.

She wanted revenge like she was crazy, she wanted to take it all back.
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Lan Shanshan didn’t even know how she left in the end?
She only remembered that when she woke up, she was walking aimlessly on the side of
the road with her schoolbag on her back. At this time, next to her, a silver-gray Land
Rover was parked.
“Miss Lan, what’s wrong with you? Why are you walking alone on the side of the road?”
When the window was rolled down, there was a very handsome western man’s face, it
was the second lieutenant officer Wells.
Lan Shanshan bit her lips tightly, and in that instant, her eyes turned red.
Not that she likes to cry.
But when she arrived in this foreign country, her heart was so painful that in the whole
world, there seemed to be no light in sight, as long as someone came to take care of
her.
She will collapse.
Lan Shanshan finally got into the second lieutenant’s car.
But she didn’t know, not long after they left, a red Lamborghini also appeared. Seeing
the scene in front, Wen Xuxu sitting in the passenger seat was very surprised.
“God, what’s the situation? Is it Shanshan’s boyfriend?”
Her eyes lit up, and she sat up straight.
It was Huo Yin who was driving next to him.
He took leave this morning and wanted to accompany Mommy to play in the city, and
then went out later than Sixteen and his sister.
The result…
“No!”
He denied it coldly.

Wen Xuxu immediately turned to look at him: “Ah? How do you know? Do you know
him?”
Huo Yin: “I don’t know!”
This time, his attitude was even worse, and he was just like his father when he had an
awkward fight with her. time is exactly the same.
Wen Xuxu didn’t ask any more questions, but she took out her mobile phone and
entered the license plate in her mind. Soon, a string of messages appeared on her
mobile phone.
“It’s still a second lieutenant, and the family is still a noble!” The
more she looked, the happier she became.
Immediately, he sent a message to Huo Sijue, who was far away in China.
[Wen Xuxu: Husband, guess what I saw here? ]
[Huo Sijue: You said, wife…]
Since yesterday’s attitude was not good, today’s tone is not too gentle.
Wen Xuxu immediately sent the message.
[Wen Xuxu: Look, this is the car that Shanshan just got in. Okay, this little girl has
attracted such a handsome and good-looking boy as soon as she arrives. ]
[Huo Sijue: …]
After a while, the man helplessly sent a message on the phone.
[Huo Sijue: Okay, wife, your task is to visit your son. How is his condition? Problems? 】
【Wen Xuxu: Oh, this question, there is indeed some emotional problem. I had a pulse
with him yesterday. Isn’t that taking him outside for a walk? 】
【Huo Sijue: Going around? ]
[Wen Xuxu: Yes, go around, I can learn more, don’t forget, your wife also studied
psychology, and she also studied with a famous professor in RB for you. 】
Wen Xuxu explained to the man.

When the man saw this, he didn’t say anything, he just told her to be careful, notify him
in time if there was any news, and then he hung up the phone.
Wen Xuxu also put it down.
After a while, when she passed the city map in her mind and estimated that she was
about to go to a shopping mall, she said, “Yinyin, Mommy wants to go to the movies
with you, okay?”
“…Okay. “
Huo Yin agreed.
For the time being, the emotions that were about to explode in my mind were forcibly
suppressed.
So ten minutes later, the mother and son arrived at the largest shopping mall in the
area.
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Yinyin, do you have a girl you like?

From a psychological point of view, when a person with a personality defect is
extremely unstable, he should be placed in a quiet and dimly lit environment.
That would completely relax him.
At that time, it was usually not difficult for him to say something in his heart.
Wen Xuxu took his son into the cinema.
The moment she walked into the darkness, although she was a mommy, a big hand of a
grown-up boy next to her immediately grabbed her, as if she was afraid that she would
fall.
Then take her in slowly.
“Mummy, be careful, there are steps here.” In the darkness, he reminded thoughtfully.
Wen Xuxu smiled.
She nodded and followed behind him. The mother and son quickly found their seats and
sat down with some snacks.
“Yinyin, Mommy hasn’t seen a movie with you for a long time. I still remember the last
time when you came back from studying at the base. At that time, your brother and
sister were together.”
Wen Xuxu hasn’t started the movie yet . Before, he said with some emotion next to his
son.
With a sound of “um”, Huo Yin opened the box of milk in his hand, inserted a straw, and
handed it to the mummy next to him.
“Thank you baby.”
Wen Xuxu took it and took a big sip with great satisfaction.
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But after drinking it, I felt so sad again.
“Son, you said that you are getting bigger and bigger now. In the future, will you still
have such an opportunity to watch a movie with Mommy?”
“Of course.” Huo Yin affirmed this sentence without hesitation. reply.

“Don’t worry, Mommy, no matter how old we grow up, we are all your children and will
always be with you.”
“But you will get married one day, actually Yinyin, but Mommy was a little sad when she
heard your great-grandfather say that he was going to choose a daughter-in-law for you,
hey, my precious son is looking for a daughter-in-law. Now, when I grow up, I will leave
Mommy in the future.”
Wen Xuxu deliberately pretended to be very sad again.
Huo Yin: “…”
Mommy’s play seems to be a bit too much.
But there is no way, who called him Mommy.
Huo Yin patiently said, “don’t worry, it’s still early, the great-grandfather is old and
confused.”
“Well, I also think, Yin Yin, do you have a girl you like? Or, what kind of girl do you like?
Mommy is really curious, can you tell Mommy?”
Wen Xuxu asked hopefully.
The words fell, and in the darkness, one could see a trace of resistance and a trace of
irritability in the boy’s eyebrows.
But after he calmed down for more than ten seconds, in front of Mommy, he still said
with a good temper: “No.”
“No?”
Wen Xuxu was suddenly disappointed.
Done.
Could this child still have an emotional disorder? He was only 16 years old, and he has
already started, but her son is 19 years old. How come there are no two people he likes.
Wen Xuxu turned her head to look at the screen, because of her heavy heart, she didn’t
make a sound for a while.
Huo Yin looked sideways.
Seeing Mommy’s mood suddenly became very low, and the whole expression looked a
lot darker, and he pursed his thin lips tightly together in the dark.

“It’s not…”
“Ah?” After the
words fell, Wen Xuxu turned his head again.
“What did you say?”
“…That’s the question you asked just now. I said it wrong, yes, but…she doesn’t
obey…” He finally thought about it for a long time before he came up with such a word.
disobedient?
Wen Xuxu’s eyes suddenly widened.
Baby, what word is this? When you are in a relationship, you still want the other person
to be obedient? This is so domineering that he is exactly the same as his father!
Wen Xuxu suddenly became a little excited.
“She… why isn’t she obedient? Doesn’t she like you?”
“No.” The
child muttered again.
Hearing this, Wen Xuxu became even more anxious: “What’s that like? Since you like
her and she likes you, why don’t you obey? Could it be you…you want…”
“Mummy!! “
Huo Yin, who is extremely smart, raised his voice a lot in anger all of a sudden, just for
Mommy not to think wildly.
What is this? Didn’t Daddy teach her well?
In the dark, Huo Yin’s piece was as red as white jade, almost like a boiled shrimp.
Wen Xuxu: “…”
Well, she thought crooked, her son is still a pure and beautiful boy.
Wen Xuxu could only continue to ask: “Then tell Mommy, why is this? Tell me, maybe
Mommy can give you an idea.”
Huo Yin: “…She’s afraid of our family.”

Wen Xuxu: “Ah?”
She didn’t know what to say to this?
Afraid of their home?
Why? Are their gods tigers? What are you afraid of?
It stands to reason, how many people in a family like them want to marry their daughters
in? No, when these two sons were just over 18 years old, many wealthy families came
to find someone to talk about it.
Is anyone still afraid?
Wen Xuxu really couldn’t figure it out.
Moreover, this movie also started. In order to keep quiet, the mother and son stopped
talking and watched the movie instead.
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